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The Wellbeing of Business Travellers 

Rachel Lewis and Jo Yarker have recently pub-

lished their report, commissioned by International 

SOS Foundation, entitled, “Keeping Business Travel-

lers Happy, Healthy and Engaged—at Home and 

Away”.  The report found that despite the ad-

vantages of international business travel—e.g. pro-

motion of global networks, advancing careers for 

travellers, greater work engagement—many busi-

ness travellers suffer ill psychological health as a 

result of their overseas excursions. In fact around 

34% of international business travellers surveyed 

reported that they engaged in more risk taking 

behaviours overseas, such as consuming excessive 

alcohol, having unprotected sex and using drugs. 

This was found to have implications for stakehold-

ers, organisations and individuals. In particular, 

business travellers reported high incidences of 

stress, emotional exhaustion, burnout and exacer-

bation of existing anxiety and depression condi-

tions. This seemed to have been facilitated by a 

‘macho’ culture where workers are expected to 

step off the plane straight into meetings and to 

keep going for long-hours at a time. 

To address these issues and offer support to busi-

ness travellers, the report provides a number of 

guidelines and recommendations that can be 

implemented by managers, travellers themselves 

and  organisations. A toolkit has been generated 

with help on planning for overseas travel, consider-

ing risks to safety and health, and to increase 

awareness of different events and triggers and 

how these can best be managed to mitigate long-

term problems. 

Lead author Rachel Lewis says, “There are simple 

things organisations can do, such as carrying out 

risk assessments with their international business 

travellers before they leave, providing continuity of 

care to give them support while they are away 
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Welcome to our wellbeing work! 
In this edition of ‘engage’, we learn about the risks that business 

travellers are taking that can damage their health and wellbeing, 

along with guidance on how to address this. We discuss our 

latest work with the NHS, and present  Kate Godfree’s research 

on obesity stigma (in our second edition of the ‘Focus’ series, 

looking at the great work of our WWK PhD students). All this and 

our usual news of course! 

A very merry festive season to all and wishing you ample wellness 

for 2019.  

 

Emma Russell, Head, WWK Research Group 

and developing an organisational culture where 

it's okay to talk about mental health. They can also 

put policies in place relating to behavioural expec-

tations while employees are abroad.” 

The research certainly seems to have struck a 

chord, with Rachel appearing on Newsnight and 

in the Economist. For more information on this 

research, and the associated toolkit, please visit: 

http://learn.internationalsosfoundation.org/

Psychology_Study 

NHS Leadership Training Evaluations 

Commissioned by the Royal College of Midwifes 

(RCM), and East Sussex Healthcare Trust (ESHT), 

Emma Russell has reported on the current provi-

sion of leadership training for senior teams. MSc 

student Holly Hart led the evaluation of the mid-

wifery training, by undertaking surveys and inter-

views with training recipients. The resulting report 

provided RCM with guidance on how to continue 

to meet the learning and development needs of 

its senior midwifes via specific initiatives in the 

future. Additionally, working with ESHT and three 

cohorts of trainees across a year-long programme, 

WWK was able to identify whether and which 

leadership competencies had translated into be-

haviour changes for this recently restructured 

trust, as its top tier teams attempted to meet the 

local NHS service needs . Many thanks to Rebekah 

Giffney. Holly Hart, Sam Keightley and Amy Lloyd-

Houldey for their involvement and support in 

ensuring good practice throughout the process. 



Conference Update 

We have been busy visiting and attending confer-

ences in a number of different fields relating to 

wellbeing at work. Emma’s paper with Christine 

Grant and Maria Charalampous, looking at agile 

workers and  e-competence was presented at the 

European Association of Occupational Health 

Psychology conference in Lisbon, Portugal in 

September. Kate presented her PhD research 

findings on obesity stigma at work at the Associa-

tion of Business Psychology conference in June.  

Member News 

New Members: Since our last newsletter, we have 

welcomed 3 new academic staff members: Anna 

Paolillo, Christina Butler and Smirti Kutaula. Anna 

joins us with an interest in sustaining diverse cli-

mates at work, Christina researches well-being in 

global and virtual teams, and Smirti has an interest 

in sustainability at work, along with the psycholog-

ical contract. We are very pleased to welcome 

these members and to benefit from their breadth 

of research foci. In addition, the new Professional 

Doctorate students have begun their two-year 

programme, and we also welcome new PhD 

student Ana Pedro. Ana will be researching well-

being in modern office environments and will be 

supervised by Smirti and Emma. 

Green Gown Environmental Award—Smirti is a 

Finalist! In the ‘staff sustainability champion’ cate-

gory, Smirti’s work has been recognised with a 

national award. Smirti has been promoting ethical 

and environmental activity in the higher education 

sector, culminating in a one-day workshop and 

Contact Us: We want to hear from you!  
 

T: 020 8417 9000 

E: wellbeingatworkkingston@gmail.com 

W: www.wwkresearch.com 

    

 

PhD FOCUS: Obesity Stigma at Work 
Third year PhD student, and a recipient of the Kingston University full 

studentship, Kate Godfree is researching obesity stigma at work. For her 

first study Kate completed a systematic literature review. The findings 

suggest that obesity stigma occurs throughout the employment cycle. 

Obese individuals were rated more negatively in performance reviews, 

were less likely to be recommended for hire, were recommended for harsher discipline and were less 

likely to be selected for supervisory positions. The review revealed that existing research has mainly 

focused on recruitment, with less focus on the experiences of employees with obesity, once employed. 

For her second study, Kate conducted interviews with a range of employees. Participants reported that 

obesity stigma in UK workplaces manifests in many ways, e.g. inadequate provision of equipment or 

uniforms , colleagues/clients engaging in inappropriate comments and name-calling, adverse 

recruitment decisions impacted by discrimination. Prior experience of working with employees with 

obesity, perceived individual characteristics (such as a hard-working ethic), and social attitudes and 

assumptions about health and obesity, all appeared to affect stigma. Interviewees discussed how 

obesity stigma at work can be overcome;  it is hoped this will feed into evidence-based interventions to 

address obesity stigma at work. For her third study, Kate is now researching obesity stigma in nursing, 

using short scenarios with participants to elicit hypothetical actions. 

  

For more information or to take part in her studies, please contact Kate: kategodfree@gmail.com 

editorship of a special edition of the Manage-

ment Decisions journal. Well done Smirti! 

Publications: Watch out for our forthcoming 

papers—we have been busy!  

Ally’s paper entitled ‘Play at work, learning and 

innovation’ has been published in the Public 

Management Review Journal. The paper exam-

ines how and why a particular mode of learning 

at work (play) occurs and the contribution it 

makes to public service innovation. See: DOI: 

10.1080/14719037.2018.1487578. 

Two prof-doc graduates  have now had their 

work published/accepted in respected ABS jour-

nals. With their co-authors and supervisors (Jo 

and Rachel), Emma Donaldson-Feilder, and Don-

na Willis have respectively had their papers ac-

cepted for European Journal of Work and Or-

ganizational Psychology and BMJ Leader. The 

former examines mindfulness interventions for 

leaders (DOI: 

10.1080/1359432X.2018.1542379), and the 

latter presents a systematic literature review of 

doctors as ‘second victims’ . 

One of our papers from the NHSGo 

app evaluation project has been ac-

cepted by Journal of Technology in 

Human Services and presents our 

findings regarding how to make 

health apps appropriate and accepta-

ble to young people (DOI: 

10.1080/15228835.2018.1536911). The authors 

are Emma Russell, Amy Lloyd-Houldey, Ally 

Memon and Jo Yarker. 
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WWK are: Emma Russell, Rachel Lewis, Jo 

Yarker, Ally Memon, Lilith Arevshatian, Stephen 

Gourlay, Hans Wolfram, Anna Paolillo, Christi-

na Butler, Smirti Kutaula, Rebecca Peters, Alison 

Price, Gulcihan Oez, Ruth Abrams, Kate God-

free, Taslim Tharani, May Bu-Haymid, Deepali 

D’Mello, Sam Keightley, and Ana Pedro . 


